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Message from the President Upcoming Club and Alumni Events

As my presidency ends, I am struck 
by how many EDUCT events I 
have attended…and enjoyed! As a 
busy professional/family person/
committed couch potato, I worried 
how I would be able to get to the 
lectures, recruitment events, lawn 
bowling, axe throwing, dinners and 
other social occasions. But when 
you’ve opened yourself up to things 
you might have thought weren’t 
up your alley, and they prove to 
be exactly up your alley, there’s no 
resenting the time commitment. 

EDUCT continues to demonstrate 
a remarkable capacity for 
launching new initiatives. Witness, 
for example: greater ties with 
the University – seen in the 
increasing number of lectures put 
on by visiting professors and our 
collaboration with Edinburgh’s 
North American Office; the Global 
Insights Programme culminating 
in 5 students coming to Toronto 
to talk with EDUCT employer 
hosts; Canadians awarded 
honorary degrees from the 
University becoming honorary 
EDUCT members; and, the great 
leap forward in our social media 
presence. And this on top of all 
the fun and worthwhile events 
we’ve attended together, while 
at the same time supporting the 
University to meet its fundraising 
and other goals. If you haven’t 
renewed your membership, please 
do so now. Details are on page 30. 

Have a wonderful summer!

Victoria Crewe-Nelson 

The Newsletter of the Edinburgh University Club of Toronto [EDUCT]

EDUCT Garden Party
When: Sunday, 3 June 2018, 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm. 
Where: 74 Riverdale Avenue, Toronto, just north of Gerrard Avenue 
East and east of Broadview Avenue.
Details: Please join us as we welcome the five students from the 
University of Edinburgh who are in Toronto for a week-long Global 
Insights Programme that will give them exposure to options open to 
them in the labour market.  Children are welcome.
Cost: Thanks to the generosity of our host, Victoria Crewe-
Nelson, the event is free. 
Info: Victoria Crewe-Nelson, victoria.crewe-nelson@lawpro.ca  
416-598-5856

Annual General Meeting 
When: Saturday 9 June 2018, 1:00 pm. 
Where: 1177 Yonge Street, Toronto. 
Details: There is no charge for the AGM.  Please let us know by 
Wednesday, 6 June, if you plan to attend.
Info: Victoria Crewe-Nelson, victoria.crewe-nelson@lawpro.ca  
416-598-5856

The University Welcomes New Students
When: A weekday in mid-August 2018, about 6:30 pm. 
Where: TBA, in central Toronto. 
Details: The University will welcome Canadian students going to 
Edinburgh in September and provide them with a detailed briefing.  
EDUCT provides a couple of speakers and other graduates, especially 
recent ones, to give the students advice and a joyous send-off.  More 
details to follow nearer the event.
Cost: There is no charge. 

Lifelong Learning, Digital Learning and the Use of Technology 
in Education 
When: Tuesday, 21 August 2018, 6:00 pm. 
Where: The Friends’ House (Quakers), 60 Lowther Avenue, Toronto 
(west of Bedford Ave., just north of the St. George subway stop). 
Details: Gavin McLachlan, Chief Information Officer and Librarian to 
the University of Edinburgh, will talk on the above and also on plans 
for the University’s libraries, museums, and historic collections. 
Cost: TBA. 
Info: Chris Valley Ban, chrisban@bell.net  416-489-2011

Do you know of other Edinburgh alumni in Toronto?  
Please pass this newsletter on to anyone who might be interested

mailto:victoria.crewe-nelson@lawpro.ca
mailto:victoria.crewe-nelson@lawpro.ca
mailto:chrisban@bell.net
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EDUCT Wine Tasting                                     
When: Thursday, 6 December, 2018, 7:00 pm.
Where: Party Room, 1177 Yonge Street, Toronto. Use entrance on 
Summerhill Avenue, on north side of building.  
Details: We will taste wines and enjoy cheeses to complement the 
wines.  More details later.  
Cost: TBA. 
Info: Paul Bradley,   pauljfrbradley@gmail.com  416-464-9771

The 2019 Burns Nightcap                             
When: Thursday, 24 January 2019, 6:30 pm to 10:00 pm (1 day 
before Burns). 
Where: The Duke of Kent, on Yonge Street, east side, at 
Roehampton Avenue, just north of Eglinton Avenue East.  Parking 
underground across Yonge, or surface lot on Roehampton.
Details: All are part of the entertainment. 
Cost: TBA.

University of Edinburgh Applicants Session   
When: Wednesday, 6 March, 2019, 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm. 
Where: TBA.
Details: The University is the organizer of this information session 
for would-be Edinburgh students.  As in past years, EDUCT will 
provide some speakers to talk about their experiences at Edinburgh.  
All EDUCT members are welcome to attend to help answer questions 
from students and their parents during the reception. 
Info: Victoria Crewe-Nelson, victoria.crewe-nelson@lawpro.ca  
416-598-5856

EDUCT Annual Dinner
When: Friday, 29 March 2019, 6:30 pm. 
Where: The Great Hall, The Arts & Letters Club, 14 Elm Street, 
Toronto.
Details: Professor Charlie Jeffery, Senior Vice-Principal, University 
of Edinburgh, will be our after-dinner speaker. Charlie’s theme will 
be Identity Politics in the UK: Brexit and Post-Brexit. 
Cost: TBA. 
Info: Simon Miles, simon-miles@sympatico.ca   416-466-8793

MEMBERSHIP FEES
Membership fees for 2018 were due in January.  

If you have not yet renewed, please see page 30 for details.

We now take INTERAC e-transfers.

mailto:pauljfrbradley@gmail.com
mailto:victoria.crewe-nelson@lawpro.ca
mailto:simon-miles@sympatico.ca
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EDUCT Honours Burns with 
Insight, Humour, Creativity 
and Song
by Simon Miles

It was our fourteenth run at 
celebrating Rabbie Burns’ 
birthday and we seem to have 
got it down pat.  It was not 
surprising, therefore, that David 
Mowat started his Immortal 
Memory by trying to convince 
us that everything that can 
be said about Burns has been 
said.  However, having said that, 
he then provided us with yet 
another take on the Ploughman 
Poet by giving us more of an 

Our Master of Ceremonies, Victoria 
Crewe-Nelson

Our guest from the University: Amani 
Rolland

Graham Ferguson, who piped in our 
haggis and sung us songs

Michael Weinberger, who kept the  
haggis at bay

David Mowat, who kept alive the 
Immortal Memory

Paul Dubé, who excelled in toasting the 
lassies

understanding of the socio-political context of the time – the small 
population of Scotland, completely subjugated to the English and 
yet a country full of bright young things of the Enlightenment.  And 
we learned that Burns was just the second Scot to write in Scots 
– Robert Ferguson having been the first, but he died at the age of 
24. Paul Dubé excelled in providing a suitably raunchy Toast to the 
Lassies, replete with fine humour but not of the kind that can be put 
into print.  Enough said.  He will be much sought after next year. 

Henri-Lee Stalk’s Reply to the Toast to the Lassies was a brilliant 
poem that she had to come up with after finding that the Bard had 
not actually written a single Toast or Reply in all of his 559 poems.  
For her creative delivery, Henri-Lee was awarded a fine picture of 
Burns’ mother.  

While we struggled with Fionna Ferguson’s quiz on Burns, her 
husband Graham, our piper for the evening, picked up his guitar and 
entertained us with our first songs – Ye Jacobites by Name, Bonnie 
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Professor Mary Brennan on the Sustainable Production and 
Consumption of Food
by Victoria Crewe-Nelson

I like to think that I’m a reasonably health conscious person, and my 
children are used to me spouting things like “We are only stewards 
of this planet, keeping it safe for future generations.”  But when I 
look at the microwaved food (I don’t dare call it breakfast) they have 
in their little hands as we race out the door to catch our respective 
buses in the morning, and I do the weekly clear-out of my car and 
bundle up all the fast-food wrappers that have found their way into 
every corner of the backseat, I begin to question what example I’m 
really setting.

When the opportunity presented itself, on 27 February, to go to the 
lecture being put on by the consumer scientist, Dr. Mary Brennan, of 
the University of Edinburgh’s Business School, on sustainable food 
chains, it sounded like something I should probably go to.  As nice as 
Dr. Brennan seemed when she was first introduced, I braced myself 
for the coming storm of guilt I would feel as she described the gold 
standard of conscientious food choices in terms of what we’re eating, 
and how we make our purchasing decisions.  

But Dr. Brennan wasn’t pointing any fingers, or trying to make 
people feel bad.  What she taught us is that food choices can be 
hard, and we all have ways we excel and stumble as we move 
towards improved responsibility when it comes to food consumption.  
It’s OK that we go for easy options sometimes, and it’s expected that 
our habits, when it comes to food selection, preparation and waste, 
aren’t always going to be perfect.  

I came away from the talk with a few very pleasant surprises about 
how I’m already managing things.  For example, I actually have a 
bit of an advantage as I’m a dog person.  My cat-people friends have 
pets that can jump and climb anywhere and do unseemly things 
while we’re not in the room.  (This is probably the kind of thing that 

Annie Currie, and Auld Lang 
Syne.  However, we were not 
ready to leave and Barry McKay 
stepped in to sing us some songs 
from his McKay pad, including 
his all-time favourite – Westling 
Winds. 

Carys Craig won the award for 
the best Scots accent with her 
recital of The Rights of Women 
and Oh Timorous Beastie.  And 
Toni McGregor followed up with 
My Love is Like a Red, Red Rose.

By the time we were that far 
along, most had forgotten we 
were meant to be solving the 
quiz.  But Toni and Carys again 
paired up to win the prize.

Honourable mentions go to 
Amani Rolland for her bringing 
greetings from Edinburgh, to 
Michael Weinberger for his 
stabbing of the Haggis, to 
the Rev. Pamela Lucas for her 
Selkirk Grace and to Victoria 
Crewe-Nelson, our President, 
for her masterly orchestration 
of the evening.  Especial 
thanks go to Chris Valley Ban 
for having produced the entire 
performance.

Another splendid evening was 
enjoyed by all.

Henri-Lee Stalk, who sliced the toast with 
creativity

Carys Craig, who recited Rabbie as only 
she can

Fionna Ferguson, who quizzed us until it 
hurt

Continued from page 3
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there because I love the thrill of having lukewarm food passed to 
me through a drive-thru window.   They gather together because 
my husband and I over-commit our time and that of our two kids.  
By the time we stop and think about eating, we’re already in the 
car.  Making a commitment to more sustainable living isn’t going to 
change how busy we are.  But if we could pack sandwiches ahead 
of time, throw some fruit in a bag on occasion, or take the time 
to actually sit down to a meal together, this would be a big step 
forward on the road to healthier and more sustainable living.

Knowledge constraints:  I am the first person to admit I don’t 
understand food.  I’m amazed I didn’t get scurvy as a student, 
because a balanced diet was not something I thought about.  When 
I’ve tried to keep a food journal it could be a contender for the Man 
Booker Prize, because it can best be described as an original piece 
of fiction.  And when it comes to deciding what things go into the 
blue bin versus the grey bin I know I’m really horribly inconsistent 
in what I think goes where.  But there are resources out there to 
help us know more about what are good habits to get into for our 
health, and what are ethical habits to get into that would make the 
world a better place.  One resource she pointed us towards was 
Bea Johnson’s website  https://zerowastehome.com/  that can help 
you reduce your carbon footprint, and make practical decisions on 
moving towards zero waste living.  Another suggestion was to look 
at government programmes that promote healthy eating.  As it turns 
out, Health Canada has a lot of information on the topic, including 
recent changes to food labelling that should support more informed 
decisions.

Financial constraints:  Looking at this from a global perspective, 
or as the head buyer for your household, there are financial 
constraints that have a huge impact on the foods we eat.  As one 
audience member noted, in areas surrounding Toronto’s inner city 
communities there are food deserts -- areas in which you cannot 
walk to get fresh fruits or vegetables.  When people are on tight 
budgets, how are they really going to commit to buying fresh, 

should best be demonstrated 
with a black light.)  I, on other 
hand, would be expected to have 
a relatively safe environment for 
preparing meals, because it’s 
less likely my bulldog is going to 
find a way onto the counters and 
scooch across my cutting boards.  
What my giant schnauzer is 
touching when she’s dragging 
things off tables during the day, 
I choose not to think about.

And as much as I can’t stick 
to the 100 mile diet (where all 
of your food is sourced within 
100 miles of your home), 
Mary taught me that that’s not 
necessarily a bad thing.  Central 
Ontario isn’t really known for 
its great cocoa or coffee bean 
fields and the resources that 
would be used to change that 
probably wouldn’t outweigh the 
benefits of getting my cup of joe 
from Columbian beans.   And 
I shouldn’t turn up my nose at 
all off-season fruit, because the 
efficiencies of shipping large 
quantities of, for example, 
Australian peaches in the winter, 
and the health benefits of having 
fresh produce then, might 
actually mean it’s a great choice 
to make.  

After making me feel like I’m 
not a monster for failing to do 
all that can be done to be a 
conscientious buyer of foods, Dr. 
Brennan reminded us that there 
are always going to be resource 
constraints, and this can be 
hard on consumers.  Sometimes 
you have to make sacrifices, 
and sometimes you need help 
to overcome those constraints.  
We’ve seen these limitations 
at play in our lives, but it was 
only when she set them out for 
us, that I saw just how they 
contribute to our poor choices.

Time constraints:  The pile 
of fast food wrappers in the 
backseat of my car don’t get 

Professor Mary Brennan, centre right, is welcomed by, from left, Simon 
Miles, Victoria Crewe-Nelson and Michael Weinberger

https://zerowastehome.com/
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organic or local produce and 
proteins if there are cheaper 
foods that sort of meet the 
same need?  However, Dr. 
Brennan pointed out that there 
are affordable options, and you 
can’t just assume that “healthy” 
means “expensive”.

Sometimes it takes more than 
individuals to make positive 
change.  Public bodies might 
have the responsibility and 
the buying power to help with 
healthy foods choices.  Dr. 
Brennan talked about school 
cafeteria programmes she was 
overseeing or had studied.  
While there are known benefits 
of these programmes, such 
as reducing the likelihood of 
obesity, instilling healthy eating 
habits and reducing waste, at 
least one of the school districts 
realized that for many of the 
kids the only healthy food they 
were receiving was at school.  
This could mean that the 
children were going hungry on 
weekends, and were at real peril 
during school holidays.  This led 
to cooperation with other public 
offices to find ways for these 
kids to access food through a 
community centre when schools 
are closed.  The people in the 
room were then challenged to 
think about what can we do to 
help in our local communities.  

At the end of the lecture, Dr. 
Brennan didn’t leave me feeling 
bad about the pizza pops I fed 
the kids that morning, or the 
science experiment that was 
fermenting in my vegetable 
crisper.  She left me thinking 
that I don’t have to be a super-
woman to make change.  I can 
commit to incremental steps, 
accept when I have setbacks, 
and try to do more than just say 
the right words, but actually be 
a good example for my children. 

Here are a few take-aways Dr. 

Brennan gave us:  

• Check and see if your fridge is really running at 5ºC or if it just 
says it running at 5ºC.  The difference of just a few degrees can 
mean more food spoliation, which hurts both the environment 
and our budgets.  

• Unbeknownst to most of us, portion sizes have increased 
alarmingly over the past 40 years and this is helping to 
contribute to the growing prevalence of obesity and the strain 
on our health system.  As a simple fix, use smaller plates, and 
be mindful of how much food you are putting on them.  Consider 
not going to the buffet for your big family nights out.  

• Don’t give up on making healthy choices because people in 
your family are making barfing sounds and refusing to eat when 
you put healthier foods in front of them (husbands can be such 
babies).  Dr. Brennan found with the school programmes that, 
while kids might have refused healthier foods at the beginning, 
over time they became more adventurous and grew to like 
having less processed foods.

• Be mindful of packaging, particularly if it’s non-recyclable, and 
try to support more environmentally friendly options where you 
can.

• Think about how you can help local charities, such as the Daily 
Bread Food Bank or Second Harvest, reduce food wastes and 
support low-income families in their efforts to access good and 
sustainable foods.

In short, there are lot of small changes we can make that will lessen 
the disconnect between what we know we should do, and what we 
actually do.  My guilt assuaged, Mary actually left me feeling quite 
good.

Editor’s Note: EDUCT thanks Mary for having taken time out of 
her business meetings here to talk to us.  We also thank Victoria 
for both capturing so much of Mary’s message and helping us to 
understand that the light on the road to Sustainability need not blind 
us. 

Edinburgh’s Prospective Students Enjoy Another Superb 
Information Session
by Simon Miles

On 28 February the University of Edinburgh held its annual 
information session for prospective students.  As ever, it was a 
superb presentation.  About 50 prospective students and their 
parents were present at Upper Canada College.  Tessa Birley, 
of Edinburgh Global, led the presentation and delivered another 
outstanding performance marked by clarity, relevance and wit.  
This year, Tessa was ably supported by two faculty members who 
happened to be in town on other business: Professor Charlotte 
Clarke, Head of the School of Health in Social Science at the 
University of Edinburgh and, since 2016, also International Dean 
for the College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences; and, 
Professor Mary Brennan, Director of Undergraduate Programmes at 
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then returned to speak to the questions that students often have 
prior to their arrival in Edinburgh, such as how to get in touch with 
course advisers, how to find accommodation, how to get a visa, etc., 
before elaborating on the student societies and the alumni clubs.  
This provided the perfect link to Victoria Crewe-Nelson, EDUCT’s 
President.

Victoria talked briefly about the best time of her life (guess where?), 
and encouraged returning graduates to join EDUCT.  

Brittany Howlett and Marko Cirovic again gave outstanding 
performances in which they provided a summary of their times at 
Edinburgh and offered sage advice based on experience. 

We then had time, over tea and cookies, to answer questions from 
the students and their parents.  Follow-up activity after the event is 
often part of the overall experience for the student.  One example 
this year was that Mark Kingwell, an Edinburgh graduate who is now 
a Professor of Philosophy at the University of Toronto, kindly agreed 
to spend time with a prospective student planning to read philosophy 
at Edinburgh.  It is this ability to offer additional, personalized 
attention, and to get into details, that underscores the value of 
having alumni clubs, such as EDUCT, involved in supporting the 
University in its information sessions. 

EDUCT thanks all of its members who helped to make this another 
successful University event. 

the Business School.  EDUCT 
members were also on hand to 
contribute to the presentations 
and to provide advice to the 
prospective students.  Our 
team is identified in the photo 
below.  And this year we were 
fortunate to have the assistance 
of Richard and Cathy Messina, 
who now have two daughters at 
Edinburgh, Simona and Thea, 
both of whom are reading law.  
Prospective parents always find 
it valuable to have the insights 
and advice of other parents 
who have gone through the 
experience of sorting out all 
the paper work, getting the 
visas and establishing the bank 
accounts, etc. 

Tessa started the presentation 
with a general overview of 
the University and the City.  
Charlotte provided more detail 
on the academic structure 
of the University, and Mary 
gave an introduction to the 
undergraduate degrees, fees 
and financial support.  Charlotte 
then talked about post-graduate 
studies and online learning.  
It seems that over 500,000 
people have now taken the 
Massive Open Online Course 
(MOOC) on Philosophy!  Tessa 

Star of the show, Tessa Birley

The welcoming team: Brittany Howlett, Victoria Crewe-Nelson, Dr. Mary 
Brennan, Tessa Birley, Kalin Moon, Dr. Charlotte Clarke, Chris Valley 
Ban, Michael Weinberger, and Alan Pearson.  Missing: Richard and Cathy 
Messina, Marko Cirovic and Simon Miles
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Professor Charlotte Clarke’s 
Work on the Health of the 
Homeless in Toronto 
by Simon Miles

Professor Charlotte Clarke, 
Head of the School of Health in 
Social Science at the University 
of Edinburgh and, since 2016, 
also International Dean for the 
College of Arts, Humanities 
and Social Sciences, was back 
in Toronto in late February and 
early March.  She kindly took 
time out of her work schedule 
both to be part of the Student 
Applicant session on 28 February 
(see previous news item) and to 
talk to EDUCT on 1 March about 
the University’s plans for an 
international project addressing 
the Health of the Homeless.   

Another hat Charlotte wears is 
that of the co-Director of the 
Centre for Dementia Prevention 
at Edinburgh.  EDUCT members 
will recall the fascinating talk she 
gave to us on dementia when 
here on a previous visit in May 
2016. 

Charlotte underscored for us the 
commitment of our University to 
working with the marginalized 
in society, whether suffering a 
stigma, such as mental health, 
or homelessness.  

To institutionalize Edinburgh’s 
commitment to helping the 
homeless, Charlotte and 
her colleagues have been 
instrumental in establishing 
the Centre for the Homeless 
and Inclusion Health (CHIH).  
The Centre is providing clinical 
services, education (for health 
professionals and also law and 
arts students) and research in 
this area of very complex need.  
The Centre has just received 
approval for a 20-credit course 
on the health of the homeless 
and it has the funding for 
its first research fellow.  The 

Centre is reaching out to draw upon a broad array of resources 
within Edinburgh and internationally.  In Edinburgh, the Centre 
benefits from the contributions of persons from Charlotte’s own 
College, plus the College of Medicine and Veterinary Medicine, and 
from Heriot Watt University, the National Health Service, the City 
of Edinburgh, and third sector organizations such as the Cyrenians.  
Internationally, Charlotte is building up collaborative programmes 
with comparable institutions.  One of those institutions is the Centre 
for Urban Health Solutions, at St. Michael’s Hospital in Toronto.  

In June 2018, with some support from the Edinburgh Global 
Innovation Fund, Charlotte’s CHIH plans to hold an international 
symposium to explore areas of collaborative research.  In addition to 
several persons from the UK, there will be one or more persons from 
each of Toronto, Singapore and Melbourne.  

Although EDUCT will have to await the outcome of the symposium, 
we anticipate that there could well be a doctoral student from 
Edinburgh spending some time in Toronto next year to conduct some 
field studies for a comparative analysis of the homelessness situation 
here.  In the broader scheme of things, such an initiative will be one 
of many that are expected to be pursued with a view to enabling 
the collaborating institutions to contribute to better informed public 
sector policy and programme design and implementation.  

Those present at Charlotte’s talk were sufficiently impressed to 
express their commitment to try to help any initiative that the 
University of Edinburgh may undertake in Toronto.  While this 
could mean, for example, raising some funds to support a doctoral 
student working here, it could be that the symposium in June will 
result in other initiatives.  Two of our members, Brittany Howlett 

The collaborators: left to right, from row – Kim Badley, Charlotte Clarke; 
rear – Chris Valley Ban, Brittany Howlett, Mariaveronica Sayewich, Paul 
Bradley, Juneeja Varghese, Alan Pearson; behind the camera – Simon Miles
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promoting interdisciplinary research and innovation, it was good to 
have James and Alan meet at our Dinner. 

James also holds a Personal Chair in African and Development 
Studies at Edinburgh and is much respected in international 
development circles.  Another hat he wears is as an adviser to the 
UK’s Department for International Development (DFID).  It was a 
pleasant surprise for James to have two of his former students at the 
Dinner: Claire Buré and Olga Morawczynski.

and Mariaveronica Sayewich 
(who, until her recent marriage, 
we knew as Ms. Barbuto), have 
kindly offered to co-chair our 
further explorations, subject 
to what we learn from the 
symposium in June.  Since this 
could be the start of a new form 
of collaboration between EDUCT 
and our University, we await the 
outcome of the symposium with 
great interest. 

Vice-Principal James Smith 
Joins EDUCT Members for 
Annual Dinner
by Simon Miles 

EDUCT members were delighted 
to welcome James Smith, Vice-
Principal International at the 
University of Edinburgh, to 
our Annual Dinner of 6 April.  
James’s remit, as Vice-Principal 
International, is extensive.  
In short, he is responsible 
for shaping and leading the 
University’s international 
engagement strategy.  It 
requires extensive travel on 
his part and it was particularly 
apropos that he could join us 
for the Dinner, at which Dr. Alan 
Bernstein, President and CEO 
of the Canadian Institute for 
Advanced Research (CIFAR), 
spoke to us on the role of 
science in addressing major 
global issues.  The next article 
covers Alan’s talk.  

James is also a member of 
the governing Council of the 
UK’s Economic and Social 
Research Council, one of what 
until recently had been seven 
research councils, but which 
are now nine in number and 
which, together, are part of 
the newly-created network, UK 
Research and Innovation.  UKRI’s 
mission is to maintain the UK’s 
global leadership in research and 
innovation.  Given CIFAR’s role in Garrett Herman and Liz Reilly

James Smith and Alan Bernstein
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James spoke briefly at start of 
the Dinner, bringing greetings 
from the new Principal and 
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Peter 
Mathieson.  Professor Mathieson 
is settling in and has already 
been busy conducting a series 
of town hall meetings to engage 
with students and staff around 
the university.  James also 
noted that the University had 
been doing very well with its 
early medal successes at the 
Commonwealth Games, that 
were ongoing at the time of the 
Dinner.  Indeed, more medals 
were won following the Dinner!  
And since everyone loves to 
talk about the weather, James 
observed that for the first time in 
many a year the university had 
actually been closed for a couple 
of days due to snow just before 
the Dinner.  As he noted wryly, 
bad weather is often an abiding 
memory of people’s time in 
Edinburgh!  One can understand 
James’s affinity for Africa!

Accompanying James from 
Edinburgh was Liz Reilly, Director 
of Philanthropy and Donor 
Relations, who also happened 
to be in Toronto.  Liz, who had 
joined us at last year’s Dinner, 
was very happy to be back 
again.

Our other guest of note was 
Garrett Herman, of Toronto, 
who was the recipient of an 
honorary degree of Doctor of 
Letters from our University, in 
2014, for his work in assembling 
a very impressive collection of 
the works of Charles Darwin, an 
Edinburgh alumnus.  Garrett has 
recently become an Honorary 
Member of EDUCT.

Alan Bernstein Speaks on the Importance of Science in Our 
Lives
by Simon Miles

At this year’s Annual Dinner EDUCT was most fortunate to have 
Dr. Alan Bernstein, President and CEO of the Canadian Institute for 
Advanced Research (CIFAR), as our guest speaker.  Alan spoke to us 
on the role of science in addressing major global issues and, more 
fundamentally, on the importance of science in our lives.

Alan’s personal passion for science and his commitment to improving 
the productivity of the resources that we, as a society, bring to 
science, came across very strongly. In various ways he reminded us 
of some fundamental tenets of scientific enquiry.  He quoted Stephen 

Victoria Crewe-Nelson and her daughter, Onora (right), with our three 
guests, from right: Alan Bernstein, James Smith and Liz Reilly

We enjoyed the fun of the bar….as Brittany Howlett and husband Alex 
Hamilton bear witness….
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Hawking, who has reminded 
us that the essence of science 
is to challenge everything.  He 
cited Louis Pasteur who noted 
that science knows no country.  
And, above all else, by bringing 
these two observations together, 
he promoted interdisciplinary 
collaboration, internationally, 
as a key ingredient in fostering 
the continuing advancement of 
science. 

The CIFAR model embodies 
this thinking.  Through its 12 
international and interdisciplinary 
research programmes CIFAR 
brings together some of the 
world’s leading scientists to 
tackle some of the world’s most 
pressing problems.  Some 400 
scientists are currently involved 
in CIFAR-funded programmes.  
Alan touched on two of the 
programmes to underscore his 
point that science lies behind our 
lifestyle choices, our wealth and 
so much else we value in our 
lives.  One is the Bio-inspired 
Solar Energy programme which 
is a response to the challenge 
of climate change and the call 
flowing from the Paris Agreement 
for action on harnessing the 
energy of the sun.  CIFAR 
has been holding a series of 
workshops, in partnership with 
the governments of Canada, 
US and Mexico on developing a 
scientific roadmap to accelerate 
new materials discovery for 
harvesting and storing energy 
from the sun.  That roadmap, as 
Alan discussed, could serve as 
the basis for a global competition 
that brings together some of 
the world’s best scientists and 
engineers.  The hope is that 
other countries will come on 
board and jointly fund a global 
collaboration to address this 
critical global challenge.  Another 
CIFAR programme, Child and 
Brain Development, is studying 
the importance of the early 

years, and how our early life experiences influence our lifelong 
trajectory of physical and mental health. 

Alan offered a message to all adults, not just parents and teachers.  
We need to encourage and nurture the natural, scientific curiousity 
so obvious in the behaviour of the young child.  That child is 
constantly experimenting, testing and observing.  Too often, adults 
discourage this.  We should be going out of our way to encourage 
it.  And as that child becomes a youth with ambitions to change the 
world, we should encourage that child to become a scientist. 

Without being moralistic, Alan left us with a clear message.  He 
posited that science started in the early days in Greece as a way of 
understanding and thereby improving our world.  Today we have the 
ability to deepen and pass on our increasing understanding of the 
world around us and the power of the technologies that flow from 
this science to benefit all of humanity. 

The lively question and answer session enabled Alan to provide 
further elaboration of some of his key messages.  For example, 
he would like to see more effort by governments and academia to 
change the image of science...from that of the lone scientist to the 
collaborating scientist.  Too often, our universities tell our young 
scientists “until you get tenure, you have to prove yourself”.  Too 
often, that translates into the young scientist working alone to stand 
out from the crowd.  We should be encouraging collaboration among 
students at university.  Governments can play a major role in using 
grant mechanisms to encourage such collaboration.  Alan noted that 
he thought that the Honourable Kirsty Duncan, Canada’s Minister of 
Science (and an EDUCT member), was doing the right thing in this 
regard. 

EDUCT thanks Alan for giving so generously of his time and wisdom.  

For those who were unable to get to the Dinner, there is more 
information to be found on CIFAR and Alan at https://www.cifar.ca/

Do you know of other Edinburgh alumni in Toronto? Please 
pass this newsletter on to anyone who might be interested

And we listened with rapt attention to our two speakers

https://www.cifar.ca/
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Doctoral Research Supported by the EDUCT Geography 
Centenary Fund 

by Simon Miles

This year, the sixth year for awards from the EDUCT Geography 
Centenary Fund, the award was made to two post-graduate 
students: Emma 
Saunders and Lauren 
Shotter.  I have worked 
with them to provide 
the following capsule 
summaries of their 
lives and their doctoral 
research in order to give 
donors to the Fund a 
good sense of what they 
are helping to make 
possible.

Emma Saunders was 
born in France to her 
French mother and 
American father.  She 
enjoys citizenship of both 
countries.  She had the 
good fortune to grow up 
in Paris, receiving her 
baccalaureate when 17.  
She had already spent 
the previous summer 
in Berkeley, California, where she had studied writing and political 
science, and enjoyed volleyball.  Although she is perfectly bilingual, 
she had never had the opportunity to study English grammar before.  
She is quite a linguist: she also did very well with her studies of 
German and Mandarin at school.

When it came to choosing a university for undergraduate studies 
Emma decided to give America another chance.  She opted for the 
University of Pennsylvania.  Her first year was typical of the liberal 
arts: she studied Mandarin, maths, economics, environmental 
science, history and urban studies.  She found the students very 
keen to learn but she was disturbed by the attitude to education: it 
was viewed as a commodity and as an investment, not a desire.

In 2009, leaving Penn after her first year, Emma applied to the 
University of Edinburgh to read for a B.Sc. (Hons.) in Geography.  
Like the M.A. (Hons.), this is a four-year degree, and with the same 
lectures but, for some reason, easier to get into!  And better yet, 
Emma was given a credit for her first year at Penn and started in 
second year.  She blossomed.  She was very pleased when, on 
graduating, she was awarded the prize for the best undergraduate 
dissertation.  It was on Eastern European migrants (mainly Roma) 
in the Parisian suburbs and their spatial experience of stigmatization 
and discrimination. 

Edinburgh was also where Emma’s activist streak became more 

EDUCT Decennial Endowment 
Fund: Further Progress 
Despite the Market 
by Simon Miles

In this reporting period, the 
EDUCT Decennial Endowment 
Fund has suffered a decline in 
unit price but enjoyed further 
investments.  Thus, overall, we 
are pleased to report that, as of 
the end of April 2018, the total 
investment in the Fund stood at 
£168,269. 

As ever, we remind all who are 
interested that the Fund remains 
open for further contributions.

EDUCT Geography Centenary 
Fund: Again Further Progress 
Despite the Market 
by Simon Miles

As reported in our January News, 
two students have benefitted 
from financial support provided 
by the EDUCT Geography 
Centenary Fund in the 2017-
2018 academic year.  They are 
Emma Saunders and Lauren 
Shotter.  A summary of their 
lives and their research is 
provided in the next article.

As with the EDUCT Decennial 
Endowment Fund, in this 
reporting period the EDUCT 
Geography Centenary Fund has 
suffered a decline in unit price 
but enjoyed further investments.  
Thus, overall, we are pleased to 
report that, as of the end of April 
2018, the total investment in the 
Fund stood at £78,774. 

All interested are reminded 
that the Fund remains open 
for further contributions.  Any 
assistance you can give to help 
us get to the next milestone 
of £80,000 would be much 
appreciated by all in Edinburgh.  

Emma Saunders at the top of Arthur’s Seat
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conducting interviews with union representatives in France, Morocco, 
Italy, Malaysia and Malta.  She is hoping to engender a greater 
sense of community among these unions.  She recognizes the 
questions this raises about the role of the researcher, but she also 
sees the value of the research she is conducting, both in contributing 
to a greater degree of honesty about the relations between the 
company and its employees, and in empowering the unions through 
their ability to share more information.   The funding from EDUCT 
enabled Emma to attend a conference in France and facilitate the 
involvement of union leaders in collaborative research pursued in 
think tanks established by those unions.  

While she will be busy writing up her findings, one cannot be 
surprised to hear that Emma is also active in a union in Edinburgh.  
Indeed, she was a co-founder, in 2014, of Living Rent, which is now 
Scotland’s national tenant’s union.  She is its current Chair.  They 
have already brought about changes in the law governing private 
tenancies.  They have two part-time staff and are bringing about 
improvements in living conditions in private housing.  

All in all, one has to be very impressed with Emma’s 
accomplishments to date.

Lauren Shotter was born in West Sussex, England, and attended 
Oxted School.  She did well there and received a number of awards.  
She went to the University of Birmingham for her B.A. (Hons.) 
degree in Archaeology and Ancient History and then proceeded 
on to Sheffield University to pursue her M.Sc. in Environmental 
Archaeology and Palaeoeconomy.  As Lauren explained, 
environmental archaeology calls for the application of science to 
reconstruct past environments, and palaeoeconomy involves the 
examination of how people lived their lives in those environments.  
With two degrees to her name, Lauren then took a couple of years 
off with time spent 
on various short-term 
research projects at the 
University of York and 
the standard post-grad 
occupation of waitressing. 

In 2015 Lauren decided 
she would return to 
university research and 
ended up at Edinburgh 
to pursue her Ph.D. by 
virtue of her having been 
accepted for an advertised 
research position to work 
with Dr. Anthony Newton, 
whose research interests 
include, inter alia, human 
impact on the environment 
in Iceland since the 
island was first settled, 
and pumice deposits 
around the North-Atlantic 

apparent.  At the age of eleven 
she had already marched 
in protest against Le Pen in 
France.  And at Penn she had 
campaigned for Obama.  In 
Edinburgh she was part of the 
protests against the tripling of 
student fees from £3,000 to 
£9,000 for many students.  On 
graduating, in 2012, and back in 
Paris, she became more involved 
in the rights of citizens to water.  
Although a new law was passed 
in 2014 stipulating that the 
water companies could not cut 
off residents’ water supply, those 
companies tended to ignore 
the law.  Emma and colleagues 
organized and took companies to 
court. 

By 2014, Emma was becoming 
more strategic in her outlook 
and decided to pursue a M.Sc. 
and a Ph.D. in Geography at 
Edinburgh.  She wanted to 
spend more time reflecting 
on problems rather than just 
reacting to them.  The Institute 
of Geography helped her 
mobilize the requisite funds.  For 
her M.Sc., Emma looked at the 
emerging issues surrounding the 
new Scottish scheme of public-
private partnerships (PPPs).  
The Scottish Futures Trust 
aimed to provide ‘innovative’ 
instruments for funding the 
building and operation of what 
had previously been regarded 
as public infrastructure 
projects; yet these PPP, beyond 
providing infrastructure, also 
have a significant effect on the 
role of the state and its fiscal 
possibilities.   In 2015 Emma 
was awarded a first for her M.Sc.

Emma has a number of working 
titles for her Ph.D. thesis.  The 
current one is ‘The Spaces 
of Solidarity’.  Through her 
research, Emma is facilitating 
the collaboration among unions 
representing the employees of 
a major multinational.  She is 

Lauren Shotter, with Hekla in the 
background
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south-west Iceland.  It has erupted 20 to 30 times over the last 
7,000 years or so.  Hekla 3 occurred about 3,000 years ago; Hekla 
4 occurred about 4,000 years ago.  Lauren has spent about 7 
weeks conducting fieldwork over the last two years.  This time has 
been spent on digging holes in various parts of Iceland to identify 
the presence, or otherwise, of a distinct white ash deposit that 
distinguishes the Hekla Plinian eruptions.  Actually, it is not that 
simple.  While the deposits from the Hekla 3 and 4 eruptions are 
predominantly white, over the period of the eruption the colours do 
change somewhat. 

The amount of ash emitted with just Hekla 3 and 4 was enormous; 
Dr. Stevenson estimates it at between 11 and 13 cubic kms.  Near 
Hekla, the deposits may be 3 metres deep, while further away they 
are understandably much thinner.  Hence the environmental impacts 
vary considerably.  

In assessing these impacts Lauren is delighted to come across 
peat bogs.  The waterlogged, acidic environments they provide 
are excellent for preserving organic materials.  She finds she can 
extract plant seeds and pollen and reconstruct the vegetation of the 
pre- and post-eruption periods.  While Lauren is exploring whether 
mineralogy of the soils is affected, and especially so with thicker 
deposits of ash, it is perhaps not possible to come up with a simple 
answer to the central question implicit in the title of her thesis.  Her 
initial thinking is that she will find that the environmental impacts 
have been very variable.  This is where the money from the EDUCT 
Geography Centenary Fund has become so helpful. The funds are 
being used to finance the radiocarbon dating of materials from 
key sites, which will help to elucidate the rates of environmental 

region.  Dr. Newton is Lauren’s 
primary adviser.  Professor 
Andrew Dugmore and Dr. John 
Stevenson (who is now at the 
British Geological Survey) are 
also advisers. 

The working title of her thesis 
is “The Environmental Impact 
of Plinian Eruptions in Iceland”.  
A Plinian eruption is a type of 
eruption that was first observed 
by Pliny the Younger in 79 AD.  
It is characterized by the tephra 
(i.e., the volcanic material 
ejected into the air during 
an eruption) consisting of lots 
of ash and little or no lava.  
These kinds of eruptions do 
not occur frequently, hence the 
need to study those of the past.  
And when they do occur, it is 
generally for only a few hours or 
a few days at most.

The focus of her work in Iceland 
is to build on data derived 
from the recent mapping, by 
Dr. Stevenson, of the Hekla 3 
and 4 Plinian eruptions.  Hekla 
is a well-known volcano in 

Metres of original and reworked 
Hekla 4 deposits above the 
pre-eruption land surface (the brown 
soil), exposed by a river 
eroding down through it.

Several tephra layers preserved in a peat bog over thousands of years, 
some from Hekla, some from other volcanoes.  The thin white, grey tephra 
is Hekla 3. Note the wood preserved in the profile.   
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change and recovery following 
the volcanic eruptions. 

As she commences her analysis 
and the writing up of her thesis 
Lauren recognizes that the 
framework for her analysis 
is largely dictated by where 
she dug those holes.  In some 
instances the pollen is not well 
preserved and one has to select 
proxies.  

Lauren’s work has acquired 
added interest because there 
is limited other work on Plinian 
eruptions in other parts of the 
world.  And although there is 
a growing interest in volcanic 
eruptions, most research 
has been focused on pollen 
when it comes to identifying 
environmental impact.  Lauren’s 
thesis will be broader in its 
reach.  Thus, although she is 
known as a palaeoecologist, 
she prefers to be seen as 
a generalist.  Indeed, she 
attributes her ability to conduct 
this broader research in part 
to the size of the School of 
Geosciences.  One is both forced 
to stand on one’s own two feet 
and yet there is a richness of 
resources in the School.  She 
notes that, in part, this scale 
of operation has been enabled 
by the success of the School 
in securing an unprecedented 
amount of financial support 
for the Edinburgh Earth and 
Environment Doctoral Training 
Partnership. 

Looking to the future, Lauren 
hopes to graduate in 2019 and 
then continue at Edinburgh with 
a fellowship that would enable 
her to pursue a self-defined 
project in the same general 
field but with the opportunity to 
experiment with the monitoring 
of the impact of ash on the 
environment.  She also has an 
interest in spending more time 
on science policy.  

Feeding the Fur Traders: Plums, Pemmican and Gardens in 
the Wilderness
by David Kemp

Editor’s Note: David Kemp, a Friend of 
EDUCT, received both of his degrees in 
geography from Edinburgh: an M.A., 
Hons., in 1965, and his Ph.D., in 1970.  He 
immigrated to Canada in 1968.  He is now 
retired, as Professor Emeritus, in Geography, 
at Lakehead University.  Avid readers of 
EDUCT News will recall the January 2011 
issue with David’s fascinating story of the 
adventures of George Forrest, the Scottish 
plant collector who spent much time in China 
in the early Twentieth Century, and the 
January 2017 issue in which David captured 
the life of a famous alumnus, Reginald 
Johnston, diplomat and tutor to the last 
Emperor of China.

The heyday of the Montreal/North West fur trade was in the late 18th 
and early 19th centuries.  For the fur traders, success depended upon 
the ability of teams of men – the voyageurs – to manhandle hundreds 
of tons of trade goods and furs across North America using little 
more than their bodily strength.  The voyageurs powered their way 
across the continent, paddling and portaging hundreds of kilometres 
every season.  They were fueled only by the energy provided by the 
food they ate.  In our modern society, dependent on fossil fuels or 
electricity, food receives little consideration as an energy source; but 
it had an integral and essential role in the fur trade - as is apparent 
in the frequent references to it in the journals, diaries and letters that 
have survived.

The main companies involved in the trade were the North West 
Company (NWC), managed mainly by Highland Scots operating out 

David Kemp
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the wintering posts with Montreal was a main interior post at Grand 
Portage (and after 1803 at Fort William) on the western shores of 
Lake Superior, where the Montreal traders and wintering partners 
from the north would rendezvous in July.  Allowing about a month for 
business, repairs to equipment and recuperation, there was still time 
for each group to reach its destination on the return journey before 
the fall freeze-up.

The tight schedule meant that, in the journey to the annual rendezvous 
at the head of Lake Superior, there was no time to live off the country 
by hunting or fishing.  The canoe men, mainly French-Canadian 
voyageurs, still had to be fed and the provisions required had to be 
carried in the canoes.  Writing in 1801, Alexander Mackenzie noted 
that the provisions provided for the canoe men between Montreal 
and Grand Portage included biscuits, pork and pease, but the main 
source of sustenance took the form of a corn and pork fat mix, boiled 
up and eaten as a porridge or pudding.  According to Mackenzie, it 
made a “wholesome, palatable food and easy of digestion”, although, 
of course, as a partner in the company he probably did not have to 
eat it. One quart of the mix was considered sufficient to meet the daily 
needs of a voyageur.  The presence of the pork and pork fat in their 
diet earned the Montreal men the nickname, ‘mangeurs du lard’.

While at the rendezvous, the canoe men had the opportunity to vary 
their diet a bit with bread, butter, fish and milk, but for the most part 
they continued to eat their corn and fat mix.  The partners, clerks, 
tradesmen and interpreters had a more varied and nutritious diet that 
included locally hunted fresh meat, vegetables from the garden and 
bread made from flour brought in by canoe from Montreal or on the 
company schooner that plied the lake between Sault Ste Marie and 
Grand Portage.  Along with the wine and spirits that were so much part 
of the trade, tea and coffee were also brought in.  The latter were in 
some ways luxury items, but their importance cannot be overlooked.  
Alexander Henry of the Lower Red River District certainly appreciated 
his tea.  Caught in a violent snow storm for two days in November 
1803, Henry eventually reached his post at Pembina, tired, cold and 
generally miserable, but he noted in his journal, “A good cup of tea 
was welcome, and put all to rights”.   

In feeding the fur traders, two primary considerations were cost and 
portability.  Costs were direct and indirect.  Corn was relatively cheap 
east of Lake Superior, for example, being procured by the NWC in 
Detroit, but because of its bulk and the extra transport costs it was 
not viable in the interior.  It was included in the provisions for those 
travelling from Grand Portage and Fort William as far as Rainy Lake, 
but there it was replaced by local supplies of wild rice, which lasted 
them as far as Lake Winnipeg, where pemmican – a mix of beaten 
and dried buffalo meat with fat – became available.  Pemmican was 
particularly important to the NWC.  Given the abundance of buffalo on 
the plains, it was relatively easy to obtain and provided a concentrated 
source of protein and fat that kept well and took up only limited space 
in the canoes.  Being abundant, cheap, portable and with a high 
energy content, it was an ideal source of food for the canoe brigades, 
and some of the posts on the plains were more important for the 
pemmican they produced than for their furs.  Alexander Henry noted, 
for example, that the Lower Red River District produced 235 bags of 

of Montreal, and the Hudson’s 
Bay Company (HBC), based 
in London, England, trading 
through its posts on Hudson 
Bay.  By the latter part of the 18th 
century, the NWC controlled the 
fur trade in the St Lawrence – 
Great Lakes system and was in 
fierce competition with the HBC 
as it challenged the hegemony 
of the older company in the 
Athabasca country and beyond.  
Both faced the constraints forced 
on travel by the limited ice-free 
season in the north and west, 
but with its longer trade routes 
and reliance on the canoe, 
the NWC faced an additional 
competitive disadvantage.  The 
distance between Montreal and 
the rich, fur-producing areas of 
the Athabasca District was too 
great to allow the canoe brigades 
from Montreal to travel to the 
far north and back in the short 
five-month, ice-free season.  The 
solution was to establish posts 
in the interior at which the so-
called wintering partners could 
carry on trading and collecting 
furs for transfer when canoe 
travel would again be possible in 
the spring and summer.  Linking 

The fort at Grand Portage on 
Lake Superior, the NWC’s original 
rendezvous location
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baskets full of hazelnuts, which were to be stored for the winter, but 
were rapidly eaten or spoiled by mice.  Sugar was obtained from the 
so-called bastard maple, native to the Red River valley, and higher 
quality maple sugar from the red maple was produced in what is now 
northern Minnesota.  Maple sap was sometimes made into vinegar to 
be used for pickling.  More esoteric foods also appear in the journals.  
At Pembina River, the women collected ‘rat tails’, a root about 6-10 cm 
long that grew in the local marshes and ponds.  They also gathered 
another edible root, the ‘esquebois’, or wild potato of the plains. 
However, when eaten raw, both roots tended to cause serious wind 
and colic.  

Since transporting provisions created no direct profit – every pound 
of food carried displaced a pound of income-generating trade goods 
or furs – the food supply for a trip tended to be kept to a minimum, 
sometimes with uncomfortable consequences for the voyageurs. Low 
water in the rivers or contrary winds on the lakes would put them 
behind schedule and provisions could be used up before they reached 
their destination.  

On many exploratory trips in the interior, with no specific timetable, 
the traders lived off the land where possible.  David Thompson, an 
explorer and map maker as well as a trader for the NWC, regularly 
set out on his travels with a minimum of provisions, depending 
upon the native hunters he employed to provide him with fresh 
meat from the buffalo, moose or deer that they shot.  If the hunters 
were unsuccessful the travelers might go for days with no food or 
be forced to eat animals that they would normally ignore.  In his 
journal, Thompson records meals of cougar meat as well as gulls 
and eagles. 

pemmican in the 1805-06 season, 
each weighing 90 pounds. 

While the posts on the plains 
supplied buffalo meat (Alexander 
Henry took 30 cows per day in 
December 1805 for his winter 
meat supply) and were identified 
with pemmican production, 
other areas contributed locally 
important products to the traders’ 
diet.  Around Lake Superior, 
the posts at Sault Ste. Marie, 
Michipicoten and Fort William 
were renowned for their white 
fish - preserved dried or frozen 
depending upon the season – 
while both Rainy River and the 
Red River produced sturgeon that 
sometimes weighed more than 
100 pounds and in New Caledonia, 
in the west, large quantities of 
salmon were caught.  Wildfowl, 
such as ducks, geese and swans, 
were common on the plains 
during their migrations and the 
fur traders also killed numerous 
passenger pigeons.  In journal 
entries from the Lower Red River 
it becomes clear that the traders 
were willing to try almost any 
type of food.  For example, they 
regularly roasted the raccoons 
they trapped and ate eagles 
and heron.  The men were often 
unwell in the spring when they 
caught the first sturgeon of the 
season.  The changeover from 
the relatively dry buffalo meat 
to the oily flesh of the sturgeon 
tended to bring on an outbreak 
of dysentery.  

Local fruits, berries and roots 
were also part of the diet on the 
plains.  Along the Red River, native 
plums, chokecherries, Pambian 
plums (high bush cranberries) 
and grapes were regularly 
harvested.  In the fall of 1805 
these fruits were particularly 
abundant and Alexander Henry’s 
men, heading upriver to the 
post at Pembina, gathered large 
amounts whenever they stopped.  
That same year they collected 

High bush cranberries, or Pambian plums as they were called by the fur 
traders
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Survival through the winter was 
a serious issue at some posts.  In 
his journal, Alexander Henry has 
several references to the lack of 
food in some years at Portage la 
Prairie, despite the fact that it was 
a regular supplier of pemmican 
for the NWC.  The problem 
seems to have been associated 
with grassfires in the fall and 
early winter, which destroyed 
hundreds of square kilometres 
of the prairie.  With no food, the 
buffalo stayed away.  However, 
such occasions tended to be the 
exception on the plains, where 
the abundance of buffalo meant 
that the posts were reasonably 
well provided for.  Further north, 
into the forest, the buffalo were 
replaced by moose and deer, but 
in much smaller numbers.  And 
the birds, that could provide 
another source of food in 
summer, migrated south in the 
winter.   As a result, survival in 
the north often depended upon 
fish and smaller mammals, such 
as rabbits.  This sometimes 
demanded considerable 
ingenuity.  Wintering on the 
English River in 1792-93, for 
example, William MacKay found 
that the fishing was so poor that 
to survive he had to supplement 
his catch with what he called 
‘Treap du Roch’, a concoction of 
boiled lichens, which formed a 
major and necessary part of his 
diet for nearly four months. 

Even where food was plentiful, 
living off the land at the posts, 
or eating corn and pork fat or 
pemmican on the trips into and 
out of the northwest, must have 
produced meals that would 
be monotonous and certainly 
uninteresting to the modern 
palate.  To some extent that was 
true for the fur traders also.  They 
liked to vary their diet a bit by 
collecting berries, fruits and nuts, 
or by including unusual birds or 
animals in their meal plans.  In 

addition, at some posts, there were gardens, which provided a variety 
of vegetables for the traders and the company employees.

Gardening was another option.  However, around Lake Superior and 
across the shield to the north and west, the growing season was short 
and the soil generally poor.  During its time at Grand Portage at the 
head of Lake Superior, the NWC did have a garden, but according to 
Alexander Mackenzie, little more than potatoes could be grown and 
gardening was not taken seriously.  However, when the Company 
moved to Fort William it established a farm where it grew carrots, 
turnips and cabbages, as well as potatoes – all of which helped to 
bring variety to the meals served at the annual rendezvous.  And 
with careful storage these could be preserved into the winter.  On 
the plains, the garden at Portage la Prairie was said to be excellent, 
producing potatoes, carrots, onions, corn, turnips and beets, although 
the soils was too dry and sandy for really good returns.  Further north, 
on the Saskatchewan River, there were gardens at Cumberland House 
and Fort Vermillion that produced potatoes, turnips and other kitchen 
vegetables, but the short growing season in that area meant that 
harvests were smaller and the crops sometimes failed as a result of 
late spring or early fall frosts.  

The most successful fur trade gardens, by far, were those in the Red 
River valley, where, in the early 19th century, Alexander Henry was 
in charge of the post at Pembina on what is now the border between 
Minnesota and Manitoba.  There, the quality, quantity and variety 
of the crops grown surpassed by far anything produced at the other 
posts across the northwest at that time.  The first garden was put in 
at Pembina on the Red River in May 1801, but the return that year, at 
1.5 bushels of potatoes, was small.  It was a similar story the following 
year, when Henry planted potatoes and cabbage.  Better returns 
began to be recorded in 1803, however.  That year he broke ground 
for a new garden in April, adding buffalo dung as manure with the 
intent of improving his yields.  By May 10, 1803, he had sown turnips, 
carrots, beets, parsnips, cabbage and onion and planted 7 bushels 
of potatoes.  By the beginning of June the vegetables were growing 
well and he transplanted 600 cabbage plants on June 6.  Henry left 
for the rendezvous at Fort William, but the men who remained to look 
after the post must have taken good care of the garden.  At harvest in 
October, they cut 300 head of cabbage and dug up 8 bushels of carrots, 
16 bushels of onions, 10 bushels of turnips as well as some beets and 
parsnips.  These amounts do not represent the total returns since the 
vegetables were also used as they matured.  The greatest success was 
with the potato crop.  When harvested in mid-October it amounted to 
420 bushels in addition to 200 bushels that had been consumed at the 
post between September, when the men returned from Lake Superior, 
and mid-October.  That gave a harvest of more than 600 bushels from 
an original planting of 7 bushels, a huge increase from the previous 
year.  As well as the quantity increasing significantly, the quality was 
also much improved, and among the vegetables were specimens that 
would have won prizes at any modern fall fair.  One of the onions 
measured 22 inches in circumference – several times the size of most 
modern store-bought onions – while the biggest carrot was 18 inches 
long and measured 14 inches in circumference at the top.  Most of the 
turnips weighed between 9 and 12 pounds without their leaves and 
one specimen, complete with leaves, topped the scales at 25 pounds.  
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were pickled in maple sap vinegar.  But the main harvest took place in 
the last week of October, when 1000 bushels of potatoes were lifted – 
almost a 50 fold return on the 21 bushels planted.  Other successful 
crops included turnips (40 bushels), carrots (25 bushels), beets (20 
bushels), corn (10 bushels) and cabbages (500 heads), along with 
lesser amounts of parsnips, melon and squash. 

The harvest of 1804 was by far the best that Henry recorded.  Between 
then and 1808, when he left for Saskatchewan, his garden was less 
productive, suffering from heat, excess rain, and a plague of grasshoppers 
in 1808.  Despite such setbacks, the fur-traders’ gardening efforts 
were successful overall. Bountiful harvests were achieved without 

By any measure the harvest 
of 1803 was a major success, 
perhaps because of the inherent 
fertility of the rich, black prairie 
soils, or perhaps because of the 
manure that had been added in 
the spring.  

That bumper crop, however, 
was soon consumed. Potato 
consumption was prodigious at 
about 10 bushels per day, with 
the 40 – 50 occupants of the post 
disposing of 420 bushels between 
the harvest on October 20 and 
December 1.  By the latter date, 
Henry was complaining that the 
food situation was so bad that 
they were reduced to eating the 
previous year’s pemmican, which 
was apparently of excellent 
quality, but no doubt less pleasing 
to the palate in the absence of 
fresh vegetables.

In his journal, Henry complains 
several times about losses from 
his garden to wild animals and to 
the indigenous bands with whom 
he traded, but with whom he did 
not want to share the produce of 
his garden.  To combat that he 
decided to enclose the garden.  
In December 1803 he set his 
men to cut wood for a stockade 
to enclose what must have been 
at least an acre of land with a 
fence perhaps six feet high, and 
in 1804 the garden produced an 
even bigger crop than in 1803.  
Twenty-one bushels of potatoes 
were planted and corn, cabbage, 
pea, turnip and radish seeds were 
sown in late April.  These were 
through the ground by the second 
week in May and, despite a dry 
summer, the garden thrived.  It 
seems likely that that those left at 
the post over the summer spent 
lots of time watering the plants 
to combat the dryness, although 
there is nothing in the journals to 
confirm this.  If they did, it was 
certainly worthwhile.  In early 
September the garden produced 
10 bushels of cucumbers that 

Kakabeka Falls, west of Thunder Bay – one of the major obstacles to the 
NWC canoe brigades travelling west from Fort William.  It was by-passed by 
the steep Mountain Portage
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modern cultivation techniques 
involving artificial fertilizers, 
herbicides, pesticides or hybrid 
seeds.  Such harvests provide a 
good indication of the inherent 
fertility of the Red River valley 
later exploited by the Selkirk 
settlers and the homesteaders 
who followed them. 

Adequate and sustainable sources 
of food were obviously essential 
to the fur trade, with most of what 
the traders ate being provided by 
the animals, birds and fish native 
to the northwest, as well as some 
plant products such as wild rice 
and a variety of fruits and nuts.  
The mix varied from place to 
place and season to season and 
there were times when supplies 
were scarce, but for the most 
part the immediate food needs of 
the traders were met from these 
natural resources.  What role 
did the fur trade gardens play in 
this?  They certainly contributed 
variety to what must have been 
at times a monotonous diet.  
Crops such as potatoes provided 
the carbohydrates necessary 
for the strenuous activities at 
the posts and, for a few months 
after harvest, other products 
such as onions and cabbage or 
carrots and turnips added the 
nutrients commonly lacking in a 
predominantly meat diet. 

The produce from the post 
gardens also had implications for 
the logistics of the enterprise. 
Shipping provisions to be 
consumed by the traders brought 
no profit to the company and the 
availability of garden produce at 
the interior posts freed up space 
in the canoes for other profitable 
goods or essentials such as flour 
and salt.

In studies of the fur trade, the role 
of food has received less attention 
than it deserves.  However, it was 
the energy provided from natural 
plant and animal food sources, 

plus the produce of the post gardens that allowed the traders to 
transport tons of furs and trade goods across the continent in the 18th 
and 19th centuries.  In the process they explored the northwest and 
made a significant contribution to the history and geography of what 
was to become Canada. 

Some sources

E. Coues (ed.) (1897) New Light on the Early History of the Greater 
Northwest: The Manuscript Journals of Alexander Henry and David 
Thompson 1799-1814 (reprinted 1965).

W.K. Lamb (ed.) (1970) The Journals and Letters of Alexander 
Mackenzie.

J.B. Tyrrell (ed.) (1916) David Thompson’s Narrative of his Explorations 
in Western America 1784-1812 (reprinted 1968).

James Boswell
by Simon Miles

James Boswell is world-renowned for his book The Life of Samuel 
Johnson LL.D., the biography of the man who was regarded as one 
of the greatest writers of his time.  It was published, in two volumes, 
in 1791, some seven years after Johnson’s death.  James had two 
other well-known works to his name: An Account of Corsica, The 
Journal of a Tour to That Island; and Memoirs of Pascal Paoli, which 
was published in February 1768, and The Journal of a Tour to the 
Hebrides, with Samuel Johnson, LL.D., which was published in 
1785.  (Today, the titles of these three works are more commonly 
abridged.)  These three works alone led to James being regarded 
as one of the greatest diarists and biographers of all time.  It was 
his ability to capture the moment in his writings, and especially the 
conservations with Johnson, that made him so popular.  That his 
subject for two of these works, Samuel Johnson, was so admired as 
a writer, helped enormously. 

James Boswell was born in Edinburgh in October 1740.  James’s 
father, Alexander Boswell, was an advocate and, in 1749, following 
the death of his father, Alexander became the Laird of Auchinleck, 
in Ayrshire.  That title, along with a property of some 20,000 acres 
and a castle, had been bestowed on an ancestor, Thomas Boswell, 
in 1504 by James IV of Scotland for services to the Crown.  And 
by the time James was 14, his father had been made a judge and 
given the title of Lord Auchinleck.  Not surprisingly, his father had 
high expectations of James.  Being sent away to school at the age of 
five did not go down well with young James and thus he was given 
home tutoring from the age of eight to 13.  As was often the case in 
those days, James was then sent on to the University of Edinburgh 
to read for an arts degree.  However, it is not clear that he actually 
graduated.  In 1758, his father had persuaded James, by then 18, 
to return to the University to study law.  But it seems he fell in love 
with an actress and father quickly arranged for James to pursue his 

Famous Alumni
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law degree at the University 
of Glasgow.  Glasgow did not 
hold attractions for him though 
and James ran off to London, 
where he indulged himself in 
the pleasures of the flesh and 
socializing with members of 
high society.  Father did not 
take kindly to this either and 
convinced James to return to 
Auchinleck to complete his law 
studies at home in return for 
the promise of an increased 
allowance and the opportunity 
to return to London and seek a 
commission in the Foot Guards.  
James passed the civil law 
exams in July of 1762 and off to 
London he went. 

In this second visit to London, 
James met with many notable 
politicians, writers and artists 
of the day.  Among them were 
Oliver Goldsmith, the playwright, 
and John Wilkes, the radical 
political figure.  Most notable, 
however, was his finally meeting 
Samuel Johnson, on 16 May 
1763.  ‘Finally’, because James 
had tried on several occasions 
to have friends forge an 
introduction to Johnson, whom 
he so admired.  After a shaky 
start, the friendship between the 
22-year old James and Samuel 
Johnson, then 53, blossomed.  

It was at this time, feeling very 
positive about life, that James 
started his famous journal.  As 
Frederick Pottle, an American 
authority on Boswell, has put it, 
“His great zest for life was not 
fully savoured until life was all 
written down, and he had a rare 
faculty for imaginative verbal 
reconstruction.  His journal 
is much more dramatic than 
most because he wrote up each 
event as though he were still 
living through it, as if he had no 
knowledge of anything that had 
happened later.  People in his 
journal talk and are given their 
characteristic gestures.”

Nothing came of James’s earlier desire to join the Foot Guards 
and by August of 1763 he was off to Utrecht to study more civil 
law.  Again, it was his father’s offer of incentives that made this 
happen.  This time, the incentive was a tour of Europe following the 
completion of the law studies.  His tour, from 1764 to 1766, led to 
more encounters with leading literary figures, such as Rousseau and 
Voltaire, and more intriguing political characters, such Pasquale de 
Paoli, the Corsican Chieftain, who was in the process of trying to free 
his country from the rule of Genoa.  De Paoli was largely successful 
and established himself as ruler under what was regarded, for its 
time, as one of the most enlightened constitutions.  Genoa did, 
however, retain control over some ports and sold Corsica to France in 
1769.

James returned to Scotland in 1766 and, on being admitted to the 
Faculty of Advocates, established his law practice in Edinburgh.  
However, although he was reasonably successful as a lawyer, it was 
clearly not where his heart was.  He preferred writing and politics.  
In 1768, James published his account of his visit to Corsica.  The 
timing was auspicious.  France was thinking of invading the island 
and thus it was a topic of import among the chattering classes.  His 
book sold very well and established his reputation as a writer.  

In 1769, after having had two children, both born out of wedlock to 
other women (and dying at an early age), James married his cousin 
Mary Montgomerie.  For several years he was quite faithful to her.  
She bore him five healthy children.  He seemed to be coming part of 
the establishment.  He was doing well as a Mason and in the Faculty 
of Advocates.  In 1773, he had been elected to The Club, based in 
London - a circle that brought together such notables as Sir Joshua 
Reynolds and his old friend Samuel Johnson.  In the same year, he 
made his famous tour of the Hebrides with Johnson, although he did 
not publish his journal of the tour until 1785, a year after Johnson’s 
death.  (There is more to be read, in this issue of EDUCT News, 
about this tour that Donald Gillies has written about in his review of 
Roger Hutchinson’s book, A Waxing Moon.) 

However, by 1776, with the expected seat in parliament or the 
possible government appointment not having materialized, he began 
to lose confidence in himself.  In his attempt to enter parliament 
he had crossed swords with Henry Dundas (whom we have profiled 

James Boswell
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as another famous Edinburgh 
alumnus).  Dundas was building 
his reputation as “King Harry 
the Ninth”, based on his ability 
to control so much of Scottish 
politics.  James became a more 
frequent visitor to London, to 
other women and to too much 
alcohol.  Somewhat tellingly, in 
1777 he began writing essays for 
The London Magazine, under the 
title of “The Hypochondriack”.  
They enhanced his reputation as 
a writer. 

In 1782, James’s father died 
and James inherited the title 
of Laird of Auchinleck and the 
estate.  He was seemingly a 
sound administrator of the 
estate, but he far preferred life 
in London.  By 1786 he had 
moved his family to London and 
had been called to the bar there.  
However, his law practice did 
not succeed and most of time 
was given to writing.  Johnson 
had died in 1784 and James 
began his Life of Johnson.  His 
wife was suffering increasingly 
from tuberculosis and insisted 
on returning to Auchinleck, 
where she died in 1789.  Any 
money James had at this time 
went to the education of his five 
children.  He was living in very 
straightened circumstances.  

The Life of Samuel Johnson, first 
published in 1791, did sell very 
well.  James produced a second 
edition in 1793 and was working 
on a third edition when he died, 
in London, in 1795, aged only 
55.  He is buried in the family 
crypt in Auchinleck.  Most of his 
papers are now in the library of 
Yale University.

He is acknowledged by our 
University with a plaque near Old 
College. 

 

John McNeil

by Simon Miles

John McNeil, an active and much-respected member of EDUCT, died 
unexpectedly on 26 February 2018.  He was 84 and leaves his wife 
of 61 years, Esther, whom many of us have had the pleasure of 
getting to know, and his five children, seven grandchildren and two 
great-grandchildren.

John was born in Southampton, England, in 1934, of Scottish 
parents.  His father was in the colonial service and much of 
John’s childhood was spent in East Africa where he attended 
boarding schools in what was then Tanganyika and in Kenya.  In 
1948, with the death of his father, the family moved to Scotland.  

John attended 
Kirkcaldy High School 
and the University of 
Edinburgh.  He studied 
Political Economy under 
the famous Sir Alexander 
Gray, who was notable 
both as an economist and 
as a poet.  John received 
his M.A. (Hons.) in 1956. 

 While attending 
Edinburgh University, 
he met Esther, a young 
American who was a 
post-graduate student 
in history.  As John 
wryly put it: “I fell in 
love on the spot, she 
took a bit longer.”  Upon 

Obituary

John McNeil

Tell us your news

EDUCT News is always looking for interesting alumni stories and 
news.

We are happy to hear about what’s new with you! Whether you 
have just returned from an interesting trip or have a memory 
you wish to share with your fellow EDUCT Members, we would 
love to hear from you.

If you have something you would like to share, please contact 
the EDUCT News Editor, Simon Miles at  
simon-miles@sympatico.ca.

mailto:simon-miles@sympatico.ca
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China, India, Indonesia and the Philippines. Following his retirement 
as CEO, he remained as Chairman of the Board of Sun Life until April 
1999. 

Not surprisingly, other corporations sought his services as a board 
member and among those were Shell Canada, Fairmont Hotels, 
Canadian Pacific, the C.D. Howe Institute, the Canadian Ditchley 
Foundation, and the Canadian Life and Health Insurers Association.

He was generous with his time and leadership skills for humanitarian 
causes and enjoyed the time he devoted to working with the United 
Way, and the boards of the Salvation Army and the Hospital for Sick 
Children. 

And for relaxation?  John and Esther loved music and were staunch 
supporters of many musical institutions in Toronto as well as 
travelling to the United States and Europe for Opera.  In Toronto, 
whenever you go to a classical concert or the opera, you have 
doubtless noticed that Sun Life is there as a sponsor.  One has to 
assume that John had something to do with that.  When Esther and 
her colleagues took over the Women’s Musical Club of Toronto, he 
helped them find financing for their 100th Anniversary gala concert 
and continued to play a useful role in the WMCT Foundation’s 
investment committee until his death.

 John and Esther enjoyed travelling.  Their explorations took them to 
many countries and cities in five continents.  This included several 
trips back to East Africa, and to SE Asia, China, Japan, Korea, 
Europe, Russia and Australia.  They hiked the mountains of Alps and 
the Andes.  The celebration of John’s life had a video of photographs 
of his life which provided a fascinating tour of the world. 

Sailing was another cherished hobby and their boat, Finistere, was 
moored for years at the RCYC.  In addition, every summer the two 
of them chartered boats and sailed many waters … off the coast of 
Maine, in the Pacific from Vancouver to Desolation Sound, and in the 
North Channel of Lake Huron.

Winters were spent on skis, first downhill, and then for the last 30 
years on cross-country trails at their country retreat.  Their country 
cabin was replaced 18 years ago when John designed an unusual 
home, described as an upscale Alpine chalet.  For 20 years John 
and Esther invited their friends to the McNeil Annual Fall Hike in the 
surrounding woods on the Oak Ridges Moraine. 

John will be much missed.

 

graduation, John decided to try 
his luck in Canada.  Arriving 
in Montreal by ship, where he 
was reunited with Esther, he 
had a number of interviews in 
quick succession.  He chose the 
Sun Life Assurance Company 
of Canada where he began 
his career in the Investment 
Department.  John and Esther 
were married the following 
Christmas Eve.

John spent ten years with Sun 
Life in Montreal before moving 
to Toronto in 1966 to join MGF 
Management.  After the company 
merged with Guardian Growth, 
John eventually joined Morrison 
Krembil and subsequently the 
Bank of Montreal.  He rejoined 
the Sun Life in Montreal in 1984.  
Various moves followed: Toronto, 
Boston and then Toronto.  In 
1988 he assumed the role of 
CEO, which he held until his 
retirement in 1998. 

His record at Sun Life was 
impressive.  At a celebration 
of his life at the York Club 
in late March, several of his 
business colleagues spoke of 
John’s business acumen, his 
wise and balanced advice, and 
his frankness in speaking his 
mind.  As Don Stewart, his 
successor as CEO, observed 
“You knew who you were 
dealing with; he would tell you 
what he thought.”  And John 
Pitblado, a long-time friend, 
enriched that image of John by 
reminding those present that 
“He had a gruff exterior but was 
a very gentle person inside.”  It 
was John’s combination of an 
attachment to facts, his wisdom 
and humanity that made him 
a successful leader.  When he 
assumed the office of CEO, 
Sun Life’s assets stood at $49 
billion.  By 1998, this figure 
was five times larger.  He is 
well known for having greatly 
expanded Sun Life’s presence in 
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Yi (Ginger) Zhao

Yi Zhao is a Careers Coach.  
That means that she advises 
people on how to get the 
best fit between their values, 
motivations, strengths and 
drive with the opportunities 
for employment that are 
currently out there in the 
labour market.  Until recently, 
Yi was working primarily with 
Chinese immigrants, most of 
whom are recent arrivals in 
Canada.  Yi advised them on 
how to adapt their careers 
and apply their experience to 
life in Canada.  She has been 
working with people of all 
ages and backgrounds.  They 
come to Canada with ambitious 
dreams of success – of a good 
job, a good education for 
their children, and a clean 
environment.  Understandably, 
many of the people she sees 
have had difficulty realizing that 
dream.  Now she is devoting 
more of her time to working with 
international students, in her 
capacity as a Support Service 
Officer at Humber College 
International Centre.  Since that 
is part-time, she is always open 
to other opportunities to apply 
her career coaching skills to help 
others in need of advice. 

My distinct impression is that Yi 
is a very good careers coach.  
She has a wonderful way of 
being able to make people feel 
comfortable telling their tale.  
She is an excellent storyteller.  
Indeed, in her second year of 
Elementary School, she was 
awarded a bronze medal for 
storytelling.  And the first story 
she has to tell you is why she 
prefers to be called Ginger. 

One day, when she was learning 

English, in an English training 
school, all the students were 
asked to introduce themselves.  
One of the students had said 
her name was Ginger, and the 
instructor had remarked that it 
was a great name.  That was 
the moment that Yi decided to 
name herself Ginger too.  It was 
an immediate and instinctive 
reaction.  As Yi looks back, she’s 
glad she acted spontaneously: 
the name is distinctive and easy 
to pronounce.  And after all 
those years, she is becoming 
quite attached to the name.  
And, as she hastens to remind 
us, while ginger is not fancy 
or eye-catching at first glance, 
when it is added to different 
foods, they turn out to be surprisingly good.  It is flavourful and 
nutritious.  It is also a source of energy.  You get the drift. 

Ginger, as we shall call her, has a lot of fascinating tales to tell as 
she takes you through her life.  She starts with the story of her 
home in China – the City of Chong Qing in the south-west of the 
country.  It is famous for its spicy food, its unique culture and its 
hot weather.  It was the wartime capital during the Second Sino-
Japanese War from 1937 to 1945.  It has the unusual distinction of 
being one of four cities, along with Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin, 
that are really run by the central government.  The supposed 
objective of the central government, in taking this degree of control, 
is to promote economic development.  But as students of Chinese 
urban development are aware, the Government of China has been 
experimenting a lot in trying to get towns to specialize in their 
activities.  Progress is mixed. 

Then follows the tale of the child of the ambitious parents: a story 
that many Chinese will know well.  In Ginger’s case, she worked her 
way through a couple of Middle Schools in her home town, with the 
second one taking boarders.  Ginger boarded at the age of 15 so she 
could concentrate on her studies in the way her parents hoped she 
would.  Then came High School and this meant moving two hours 
away from home to go to the very best school.  This was not a fun 
place.  Classes ran from 8:00 am to 9:00 pm.  One wasn’t allowed 
out, which of course meant that one had to get out if only to prove 
one’s independence.  Students would climb over the wall to go to the 
Internet Café.  Since nobody was allowed to have a private computer 
in school, this ‘escape’, however brief, was exhilarating.  Ginger 
mastered the escape: she somehow managed to get permission to 
live ‘off campus’.  

Getting into university was extremely stressful, but Ginger made it.  
Chong Qing Normal University was home while she pursued a four-
year B.A. in English Language and Literature.  She had started to 
learn English in her last year of High School and added German at 

Welcome to Our 
New Members

Yi (Ginger) Zhao
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University.  As she looks back 
she realizes she was driven by 
the culture of ‘study for success’.  
Her High School displayed exam 
results on the wall: the wall of 
shame for all but those at the 
top.  Indeed, she had chosen 
to study English just to prove 
to the world, and no doubt 
those parents, that she could 
do better.  Indeed, she had to 
resort to moonlighting at an 
English training school, where 
the teaching was better than 
that at the University. 

The next tale is on 
understanding America.  In her 
third year at University Ginger 
was able to travel to America 
and get credits towards her 
degree.  Most surprisingly, 
she did not have to attend a 
university in the USA in that 
year; she could work and travel.  
Ginger had always imagined 
America to be the best country 
in the world.  What a let down!  
It was her first time abroad 
and her first job.  McDonald’s, 
in Virginia Beach, was her 
place of ‘learning on the job’ 
for three months.  While she 
will never forget the rude and 
unwelcoming staff, she somehow 
survived this school of hard 
knocks and moved on.  She and 
a friend travelled across much 
of the country in the next month 
and gained more insights into 
life in America.  Indeed, because 
there were so many firsts, it 
made Ginger realize that the 
outside world was very different 
from what she had imagined.  
She found it complicated yet 
exciting.  It reinforced her desire 
to explore more cultures and 
countries.  On her return to 
Chong Qing Normal University, 
with this shattered dream of 
America behind her, she worked 
really hard and graduated with 
very good marks in 2009.

And then there is the tale of 

Edinburgh.  Ginger wanted to travel and to earn a graduate degree.  
She chose Edinburgh for several reasons: first, the City’s beauty, 
its rich history and culture; second, the University’s reputation; 
and third, because she had heard that the University was hard 
to get into!  She chose the M.Sc. in Management of Training and 
Development, offered at Moray House, quite randomly.  It was only 
after she had got into the course work that she realized she had 
great potential as a trainer and educator. 

Ginger regards Edinburgh as the most important experience of 
her life.  She had a flat right next to Moray House; she revelled 
in the accessibility of the arts; she joined the Japan Society; she 
travelled around Scotland, where she discovered a remarkably clean 
public lavatory out in the middle of nowhere; and she explored 
Wordsworth’s Lake District, which was, in part, such an eye-opening 
experience precisely because her teachers in China had never 
encouraged her to imagine the setting for so many of the poet’s 
great works.  Ginger became very conscious of the contributions 
being made to her personal development by her being able to 
conduct research both independently and collaboratively, by her 
being encouraged to think critically and to search for meaning 
beyond herself.  It was also where she discovered her passion for 
adult education and development. 

Armed with her M.Sc., and with her new-found understanding of 
how people act, react and communicate (and thus with a greater 
understanding of the background and the behaviour of those 
McDonald’s employees), Ginger returned to China.  Halcrow, the 
British construction company, gave her a job coordinating foreign 
consultants and Chinese clients on their high-speed rail project that 
was to link Chong Qing with Chengdu.  Several other jobs followed: 
training staff for Hilton Hotels; being an assistant training manager 
for Marriott; and being the training manager for an Apple Care 
Project for which she had to get up to speed in highly technical 
language.  She began to appreciate the corporate culture of these 
western companies and the opportunities they offered for workplace 
learning and leadership development. 

Lastly, there is the story of Canada.  This is still being written.  
She is very happy here and plans to stay a few years.  She sees 
Toronto as a window to the world.  She arrived in early 2016 and 
immediately took a certificate course in marketing at Humber 
College.  It doubtless helped her land her first full-time job – 
listening to other people’s tales and helping them to respond 
positively to life in Canada.

Ginger is inevitably torn between life here and in China.  For those 
who have read Tom Wolfe’s Mid-Atlantic Man, perhaps Ginger is 
today’s Mid-Pacific Woman.  She was returning to China for the New 
Year festivities when I first talked with her.  EDUCT hopes it can help 
make her transition a truly enjoyable one. 
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that led him to read French, 
with a minor in Spanish, at the 
University of Edinburgh.

He enjoyed the four years at 
Edinburgh. Most remarkably, in 
his third year, he was able to 
work abroad, teaching English 
at a school in Aix-en-Provence, 
and gain credits towards his 
degree.  At that time, he had 
an interest in becoming a 
teacher.  But the experience 
in Aix was also beneficial in 
that it led him to believe that 
teaching was not for him.  
Living in Aix also inspired him 
to do his dissertation on the 
work of Emile Zola, who had 
been a famous inhabitant of 
that city.  

Somewhat surprisingly, Scott did not play rugby for the University.  
But it was only because his father had played for the famous 
Boroughmuir R.F.C. and he wanted to carry on the family tradition.

On graduating with his M.A. (Hons.) French in 2009, he lived up to 
another ‘tradition’ that so many of us follow…and worked in a bar for 
a year!  

In the summer of 2010, Scott was in Canada, ostensibly just to play 
rugby.  But because his mother had spent time in Canada when 
she was young and had become a Canadian citizen, Scott also had 
Canadian citizenship and was thus able to work here while playing 
rugby.  Being bi-lingual, he was valued and decided to stay on.  
Scott moved from a sales job with Whirlpool to sales with a sports 
outfitter.  Then he shifted into insurance, firstly in Markham and 
then downtown, selling commercial insurance in the heavy trucking 
industry.  He enjoyed it and decided to attend the University of 
Toronto for a year to acquire a Certificate in Risk Management, which 
then gave him his Canadian Risk Management (CRM) designation.  
Shortly after that he joined his current company.  

EDUCT welcomes Scott.

Scott Wilson
Scott Wilson works for the 
McLean Hallmark Insurance 
Group Ltd, as a registered 
insurance broker and a trusted 
risk advisor.  Many of his 
clients are industrial firms in 
the Toronto area.  Scott readily 
admits that assessing risk in a 
business is quite an art.  One 
has to obtain the services of 
experts to assess each situation.  
As a broker, his job is to 
recognize that each individual 
insurance company has a greater 
or lesser appetite for risks 
associated with different lines 
of business.  He has to find the 
best fit for the client.  

Scott entered the world of 
insurance in 2013 and enjoys the 
relative autonomy of his job.  As 
he looks back on his career to 
date it seems to be somewhat 
happenstance that he ended up 
where he is.

Scott was born and raised in 
Edinburgh.  He attended Royal 
High Primary School, which 
is not, despite the name, 
associated with the Royal 
High School.  He moved on to 
Portobello High School where 
he developed a love for football, 
judo, rugby and playing drums.  
He became such a skilled rugby 
player that he was made captain 
of the Scotland under-18 team.  
They came second in the UK that 
year.

While Scott was still at school, 
his mother, who is French, 
arranged for him to spend 
time in the south of France, 
near Marseille.  Scott had a 
hard time communicating and 
yet, although he found this 
very frustrating, it made him 
determined to come to grips 
with the language.  Back in 
Scotland he did well in French 
and in Spanish, which he had 
also started to study.  It was this 

Scott Wilson
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of the University of Edinburgh, is the subject of this issue’s Famous 
Alumni article.)  What they experienced and wrote about shaped 
the world’s view of the Western Isles – now the preferred name 
for the region – well into the twentieth century.  Their influence 
resonates, for instance, in H.V. Morton’s 1929 bestseller In Search 
of Scotland, quaint and patronizing, with Gaelic speakers then still 
seen as oddities as they were in 1773.  Roger Hutchinson begins 
with Johnson and Boswell in Skye, near Ostaig, and he tells a long, 
sad tale of the neglect and abuse of the language and its speakers 
that persisted into the 1940s, a history now fully documented and 
salutary to the revived culture of the Gaidhealtachd – the whole 
Gaelic-speaking world.  Hutchinson outlines the sparse support 
Gaelic received from public and private sources in education at all 
levels and in the media into the late 1960s, until the late Sir Iain 
Noble arrived in Skye in 1972. Sir Iain set out to learn Gaelic: he 
mastered it in two years, as he himself told me, asking why I was 
taking so long to learn it.

Members of EDUCT will recall Sir Iain as a committed promoter 
of Gaelic and a generous whisky-maker who donated five of his 
whiskies to our tasting in December 2007.  As the book reveals, he 
is best known as the godfather of SMO and its subsequent prestige 
and successes.  He owned the Big Barn in the village of Ostaig 
and gave it to SMO, organizing the first planning committee that 
included the outstanding Skye-born educator Dr. Farquhar Macintosh 
as well as Edinburgh graduate Sorley Maclean, from Skye’s 
neighbouring island of Raasay, who was Scotland’s greatest bilingual 
poet of the twentieth century.  Macintosh had been headmaster 
of Portree High School and Maclean headmaster of Plockton High 
School just across the Kyle of Lochalsh from Skye.

In the most general of terms, A Waxing Moon is about the relatively 

Sabhal Mòr Ostaig

The Modern Gaelic Revival 
and its Institutional Core
by Donald J. Gillies
Visiting Professor
University of the Highlands and 
Islands

Roger Hutchinson, A Waxing 
Moon: The Modern Gaelic 
Revival, Edinburgh: Mainstream 
Publishing Co. Ltd., 2005. A 
Gaelic version, Gealach an 
Fhàis: Ùr Bheothachadh na 
Gàidhlig, by Chrissie Dick, 
written in collaboration 
with Roger Hutchinson, was 
published simultaneously.

A Waxing Moon – the title is 
from Sorley Maclean’s poem A 
Waxing Moon above Sleat – is 
primarily the history of Sabhal 
Mòr Ostaig, the Big Barn at 
Ostaig, which is a village in 
Sleat, in the southern peninsula 
of Skye.  The barn was a stone 
farmstead built in the 1820s, 
still in use as part of SMO, as 
it is known, but much added to 
over the last 46 years.  From 
its simple origin as a Gaelic 
library and language teaching 
centre, SMO first became one of 
the thirteen academic partners 
of the then UHI Millennium 
Institute, which in turn in 2011 
became Scotland’s fifteenth 
university – the University of 
the Highlands and Islands.  
SMO is also the National 
Centre of Excellence for Gaelic 
Language and Culture and is 
now the institutional core of 
Hutchinson’s modern Gaelic 
revival.   

In September of 1773 Samuel 
Johnson and James Boswell 
spent a month in Skye, as they 
recounted in A Journey to the 
Western Islands of Scotland 
and The Journal of a Tour to the 
Hebrides.  (Boswell, an alumnus 

Book Review
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small number of committed Gaels and other Scots who worked for 
the future of SMO with a plan to preserve Gaelic.  Among them are 
the Prince of Wales as patron, who turns out kilted and all for his 
visits as befits the Lord of the Isles and Great Steward of Scotland 
– two of his many titles – and sundry other royals.  Donnie Munro, 
former lead singer of the Gaelic rock group Runrig, rector of our 
university from 1991 to 1994 and then the first rector of the UHI 
Millennium Institute from 1998 to 2000, was also a great catch when 
he joined SMO as director of development.

British, Scottish, and Irish politicians have been part of the scene 
since before Scottish devolution in 1999.  Three Conservative 
secretaries of state for Scotland, even in the Thatcher years, proved 
supportive in Parliament and with funding.  Since devolution, all 
of Scotland’s first ministers  – Donald Dewar, Alex Salmond, and 
the current Nicola Sturgeon, have visited the college to provide 
the political support of the Scottish government.  All have involved 
themselves in some way with the image of SMO, as have two 
presidents of Ireland.  Edinburgh graduate Gordon Brown, chancellor 
of the exchequer in Tony Blair’s government and later prime minister 
of the United Kingdom, was also a positive supporter.

The first significant appointment in the management of SMO was 
that of Dr. Norman Gillies, first as college secretary in 1983 and then 
as director from 1986.  His energy, charm, charisma, and flawless 
Gaelic were prime movers in the growth of the college. 

Over the years, scores of academics and students from around the 
Gaelic world have studied the language at SMO and carried out their 
research in its splendid library with its entrancing views of sea, sky, 
and mountain, and the occasional Royal Navy fighter plane practising 
low-level flying in its role of protecting the nearby underwater 
submarine and torpedo testing range.  Journalists, broadcasters, 
and filmmakers have provided extensive coverage of the work of 
the college.  Many of their interviews, and many of the speeches 
of politicians and officials, have been reported on or transcribed 
extensively by Hutchinson to provide the spirit and flavour of SMO’s 
development and future.  An anonymous commentator has written, 
“Analytical, anecdotal and character-driven, A Waxing Moon is a 
narrative of heritage being rescued from indifference and despair…
and tells a story that has implications for the future of all of Scotland 
and the UK, and wherever lesser-used languages face the modern 
world.”  Hutchinson has expressed the hope that his book would 
pay tribute to the effort to establish and operate SMO and might 
“play some small part in keeping this important and beautiful living 
language alive.” 

Several significant historical events in the life of the Gaidhealtachd 
have taken place at SMO since this book was published.  Norman 
Gillies retired in 2008.  He was succeeded first by Dr. Boyd 
Robertson, a Gaelic teacher and author, and then, in April 2018, by 
Gaelic scholar Dr. Gillian Munro, both native speakers.

The most important development for Gaelic media in modern times 
was the launch in 2008 of the spectacular state-of-the-art production 
facility dedicated to Gaelic media-making, training, research 

A SPECIAL OFFER TO EDUCT 
MEMBERS

Would you like to own a copy of 
the latest book on the University 
of Edinburgh?

Jean Grier and Mary Bownes, 
Private Giving, Public Good: 
The Impact of Philanthropy at 
the University of Edinburgh, 
(Edinburgh: University of 
Edinburgh Press, 2014), 224 pp., 
£30.

EDUCT would like to make it 
possible for every member to 
own a copy of this magnificent 
book on our University.  We have 
arranged for a slight discount 
to be offered to members.  Just 
how much we can offer off the 
market price of £30 depends on 
our shipping costs.  If you would 
like to purchase a copy, or if you 
are planning to visit Edinburgh 
soon and can help with the 
transport of a few copies at no 
charge, please contact Simon 
Miles at 416-466-8793 or  
simon-miles@sympatico.ca. 

For a review of the book, see 
EDUCT News, September 2014, 
p.19.

mailto:simon-miles@sympatico.ca
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and the arts: FÀS, Ionad 
Ghnìomhachasan Cruthachail 
is Cultarail (Centre for Creative 
and Cultural Industries).  
Scores of dignitaries and other 
guests were marched to the 
inauguration ceremony in the 
dazzling new complex by the 
pipes and drums of Portree High 
School.  Maintaining the benign 
connection to Holyrood, FÀS 
was officially opened by then 
first minister Alex Salmond, who 
was greeted by the pipe band 
playing a tune composed in his 
honour, and challenging the 
acoustics of FÀS’s main studio.

SMO continues to expand.  In 
October 2015 Nicola Sturgeon 
opened the Ionad (unit/place) 
Iain Nobail building in the new 
Kilbeg development.  Built as a 
centre for academic activities, 
research, knowledge transfer 
and enterprise, it is named in 
memory of Sir Iain Noble.

The Kilbeg initiative will result 
in the creation of the first 
new “planned village” on Skye 
in almost a hundred years 
and so is of great historical 
significance.  It will also build 
upon the vital socio-economic 
impact which the college has 
had in the region since its 
founding by Sir Iain in 1973.  
The new village will be situated 
on land adjacent to SMO.  
Future phases of the master 
plan provide for a range of 
housing, retail and enterprise 
units, a small hotel, and sports 
and recreation facilities for 
Sabhal Mòr Ostaig and the 
wider community.

All these recent developments 
at SMO encourage us to join 

with Roger Hutchinson in hoping for the survival of Gaelic language 
and culture.   

An earlier version of this review was published in the Canadian 
Celtic Arts Association “Newsletter” - now defunct.

 
Treasurer’s Report
Our Treasurer reports that EDUCT’s accounts, as of 30 April 2018, 
show a balance of $13,212.15.

Promoting Your Event
If you are organizing an event or participating in an activity that would 
be of interest to fellow alumni in the GTA, please get in touch with our 
Communications Officer, Paul Bradley: pauljfrbradley@gmail.com.

You may also join us on LinkedIn or Facebook to submit your 
information directly to participating members through these networks.

The Story Behind EDUCT 

“EDUCT” is intended to form the acronym for the Edinburgh University 
Club of Toronto. “Educt” is a word which means, in the language 
of chemists: “A body separated by decomposition from another.” 
In addition, there is “e-duct”, an electronic channel, which seems 
appropriate for all of our members receiving EDUCT News via e-mail.

Are you a fan of Scottish writing?

Do you enjoy reading novels and non-fiction by Scottish 
authors? How about books about Scotland or Scots? 

If so, EDUCT would welcome your views and opinions for 
publication in EDUCT News. Please contact the EDUCT News 
Editor, Simon Miles at simon-miles@sympatico.ca.

Do you know of other Edinburgh alumni in Toronto?  
Please pass this newsletter on to anyone who might be interested

mailto:pauljfrbradley@gmail.com
mailto:simon-miles@sympatico.ca
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Friends of EDUCT

Friends of EDUCT are recognized 
by virtue of the generosity they 
demonstrated when, as non- 
members, they donated to the 
University of Edinburgh through an 
EDUCT-initiated special fund. 

 
Carlyle Circle Members  
in Canada
 
EDUCT wishes to acknowledge the 
generosity of alumni and friends 
of the University of Edinburgh who 
have decided to leave a bequest to 
the University in their wills. They 
are recognized by the University as 
Carlyle Circle members. We extend 
our gratitude to each of them. If 
you are a member of the Carlyle 
Circle or know of such members, 
you are encouraged to contact us.
 

Honorary Members of EDUCT
 
Recipients of Honorary Degrees 
from the University of Edinburgh 
who reside in Canada are invited 
to become Honorary Members of 
EDUCT. 

MEMBERSHIP DUES

Annual membership fees are due 
in January of each year. 

If you have not yet renewed 
for this year, please send 
your cheque, for $35, payable 
to EDUCT, and marked 
“membership”, to our Treasurer, 
Mr. Chris Valley Ban, at: 205-
100 Oriole Parkway, Toronto, ON 
M5P 2G8. To pay by INTERAC 
e-transfer, contact Chris at 416-
489-2011, chrisban@bell.net 

Your promptness in this regard 
greatly lightens the load on our 
volunteer Board and is thus 
much appreciated. Thank you, in 
advance, for your payment. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

We invite your comments and 
suggestions at any time. Please 
feel free to contact any member 
of the Board of Directors with your 
comments and suggestions: 

Victoria Crewe-Nelson, President, 
(LL.B. 1999), 416.750.4424 
vcn117@gmail.com 

Chris Valley Ban, 
Vice-President and Treasurer, 
(M.Sc. 1990), 416.489.2011 
chrisban@bell.net 

Simon Miles, Past President and 
Editor of EDUCT News,
(M.A. Hons 1962), 416.466.8793 
simon-miles@sympatico.ca

Paul Bradley, Past President and 
Communications, 
(B.Sc. Hons 1982), 416.464.9771 
pauljfrbradley@gmail.com 

Alan Pearson, 
Immediate Past President, 
(LL.B. Hons 1971), 416.237.9874 
apearson@bell.net

Brittany Howlett, 
Membership Secretary,
(M.Sc. 2012), 519.317.9048
britthowlett@hotmail.com

Are You On Our List? 

We know of over 240 alumni in the 
Toronto area. As of 31 May 2018, we 
have 150 members, most of whom 
are in the Toronto area. If you would 
be interested in joining EDUCT, please 
do not hesitate to contact the EDUCT 
President or the Club Treasurer.

EDUCT News is published three 
times a year in January, May and 
September. Please send submissions 
or ideas for articles to the Editor: 
simon-miles@sympatico.ca

Our thanks go out to:
Alex Sayers Web Solutions for graphic 
design and layout
www.alexsayers.com
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